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___________________________________________________________________________________
WG1 is required to define work packages and it is considered that the Work item Description
sheet is the best way to list the relevant information for each package. It is suggested to use the
SMG WID form with a change of header, unless a 3GPP WID is available. Each WID must
describe the task, the reason, the impact, the timescale and nominate a rapporteur.

Since each work package needs an identified rapporteur, it is proposed that the WIDs be based
on the present Technical Specifications of UMTS (TS 22 series), which in several cases include
preparatory Technical Reports. Where there are actively supported Reports that are not
associated with TSs, it may then also be appropriate to generate a WID. The rapporteurs of
these Specifications and Reports are requested to prepare WIDs on this basis for submission to
TSG SA#2. These WIDs may be based on existing WIDs from SMG for UMTS if suitable or else
should be newly generated.

It is also proposed to have at this stage a single WID for evaluation of SMG specifications for
transfer to UMTS. This work will involve identification of which specifications to transfer and
whether all or just part is relevant, together with proposals for possible changes. Tommi Kokkola
has kindly agreed to prepare this WID, but the responsibility for each GSM specification would
remain with the rapporteur for that specification.

There will also be the possibility to maintain all specifications not covered by active work items,
but this will not be separately described and clearly is ongoing, rather than with a target date for
completion.

Additional work items may be proposed at any time and would normally be submitted by WG1
for approval by TSG SA.  At present, the only known proposal  is from TTA for interworking
studies with IS-41 networks.

Wayne Ashwell has kindly agreed to generate a Project Plan for clear presentation of the
progress of these WIDs.

Summary of WIDs

UMTS Phase 1 TS 22.00 David Verrier
UMTS Service Principles TS 22.01 Paul Dwyer
UMTS Service Capabilities TS 22.05 Wayne Ashwell
Charging and Accounting TS 22.15 Emanuele Montegrosso
Virtual Home Environment TS 22.21 Jumoke Ogunbekum
Handover TS 22.29 David Cooper



Advanced Addressing TR 22.75 Stephan Kleier
Quality of Service Olle Eriksson

GSM to UMTS transfer Tommi Kokkola

Interworking with IS-41 networks TTA


